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COMMENTONTHEPROPOSALCONCERNINGPOLYDRUSUSGBHMAH.1817. AND
PHVLLOB/USGERMAR,1824 (COLEOPTERA). Z.N.(S.)2107

By Elwood C. Zimmermann (CS/fiO Division of Entomology, Canberra City, A.C. T. 2601, Australia)

(see Bu//. 32:175-176)

I wish to support the application regarding Polydrusus and Phyllobius.

Would it. however, be t>etter now to adopt the spelling POLYDRUSINI instead of POLYDROSINI In

view of the fact that the type-genus is to be Polydrusus? It would appear that endless confusion may result If

the family-group name spelling differs by only one letter from the spelling of the name of the type-genus,

although this is acceptable under the Code. The situation would be different if the synonym had a more
distinctive spelling.

[Dr. Thompson's application in this case is also supported by Dr. M.G. Morris {Monks Wood
Experimental Station, Huntingdon, PE172LS, England), who is a specialist with a particular interest also in

general and applied ecological studies, and Dr. M. Ter-Mlnaissian (Academy of Sciences, Leningrad V-164,

U.S.S.R.) R.V.M.l

COMMENTSUPPORTINGAPPLICATION FOROPINION ANDDECLARATIONTHATSPECIES-
GROUPNAMESWITH UNLATINIZED GREEKADJECTIVAL ENDINGSAREINDECLINABLE. AND

PROPOSALTO MODIFYLANGUAGEOFPROPOSEDDECLARATION. Z.N. (S.) 2111

(see 8o//. 32:188-191)

(1 ) By E. Eisenmann {American Museumof Natural History, NewYork, N. Y. 10024, U.S.A.)

The applicant, R.K. Brooke, calls attention to two problem cases in ornithology where a species-group

name based on a Greek adjective, published wittiout a latinized termination, was either transferred to a

genus of a different gender or was originally given an inappropriate Greek gender ending. The question is

whether the termination must be changed and transliterated to the "correct" Greek gender ending. Doubtless

the same problem exists in other cases. The applicant requests; a) an Opinion that unlatinized adjectival

terminations do not change to conform with the gender of a genus: and b) a Declaration clarifying the

proem of Article 30 to make this principle plain by substituting for the words "an adjective" the words "a

Latin adjective".

1

.

I fully support the principle that only adjectives with Latin or latinized terminations shift endings to

agree with the generic gender, and agree that this is a proper case for a Declaration under new Article 78a.

for the application merely seeks to clarify what is implicit in the Code. As the Code makes plain [Arts. 11 b,

1 1 b(ii); see also 30(3) and (4) ] that Latin (or scientific Latin) is the only language of scientific nomenclature,

species-group names are not to be ctianged for gender to adopt the "correct" terminations of other

languages. These Articles provide that scientific names derived from Greek (or any other language) are

accepted, when in Latin letters, because "treated as latinized... even if the ending is not latinized". The same
principle was enunciated by the Regies Internationales [see Rfegle 14 (2) and Recommendation (i)] and by

earlier national codes [see American Ornithologists' Union Code of Nomenclature. Principle III (1885)).

Words of Greek origin being deemed latinized cease to follow Greek inflection when accepted as scientific

species-group names.

2. The phrasing of Mr. Brooke's proposed Declaration (which would substitute "a Latin adjective" for

"an adjective" in Article 30 (line 1-2)) seems a bit too restrictive, for it might be interpreted as not covering

adjectives of non-Latin origin bearing fully latinized terminations. Names of Greek origin with latinized

endings, e.g., erythroleucus, glauca, phoeniceum, are treated like true Latin words and change endings for

gender in accordance with Latin usage. The critical point is whether the termination is latinized [see Art.

30(3) and (4) ]. To prevent any ambiguity I propose that the Declaration clarifying the proem of Article 30

substitute for "an adjective" the words:

"a Latin adjective or adjective with latinized termination".

I would also recommend that to aid zoologists an "example" be inserted, along the following (or

similar) lines:

"Example:- Adjectives derived from languages other than Latin, if they have latinized terminations,

e.g., erythroleucus (m.), glauca {f.), phoeniceum (n.), undergo change of ending to agree with gender

like Latin words of similar termination, but if without latinized termination, e.g., erythroleucos,

glauce, phoeniceon, melas {melaina or melaena, and melan), they keep their original endings

regardless of gender".

3. Because the rnatter is of general application and the principle is important, and t)ecause so many
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words of Greek origin have been accepted into zoological nomenclature it may be helpful to emphasize
certain considerations, which either are not mentioned in the application or are only passingly referred to.

These strongly support the applicant's basic position. It is fair to say that when Mr. Brooke originally

consulted me(as Chairman of the Standing Committee on Ornithological Nomenclature of the International

Omithological Congress) my Initial reaction was to assume that Greek declension should be followed. On
further investigation, however, it seemed plain that this would be contrary to the Code provisions making
Latin the sole language of zoological nomenclature. Moreover, as a matter of policy, it seemed undesirable

to invest Greek with the status of "a second language" of nomenclature, - which would require a t>asic

amendment of the Code.

4. Art. lib and llb(ii) of the Code make plain that Latin is the only language of zoological

nomenclature (words added at the Monaco Congress of 1972 indicated by square brackets):

"Article 11b. Language. The name must be either Latin or latinized, [or treated as such,] or if an
arbitrary combination of letters, must be so constructed that it can be treated as a Latin word.

"[(11). A word of Greek or non-classical origin (including an arbitrary combination of letters) is treated

as latinized for purposes of zoological nomenclature if it is written in Latin letters even if the ending
is not latinized.]"

This merely rephrases in more explicit terms, provisions making Latin the language of nomenclature,

contained in the R^les Internationales (1902) and previous zoological codes. So far as gender endings are

concerned under the Code words of Greek origin are no different from words derived from modern languages
of Indo-European stock [Arts. 30a(l)(3) and (4) and 30b(i)].

5. Admittedly Art. 30, dealing with gender, in its proem does not expressly say that it refers only to

Latin adjectives (or those with latinized endings), but it is necessarily so limited. It reads "if an adjective in

the nominative singular, must agree in gender with the generic name with which it is at any time combined,
and its termination must be changed, if necessary". Surely it could not have been intended to apply to

adjectival names with other than latinized endings. If Art. 30 is not deemed so qualified, zoologists will have

to vary endings to comply with gender changes not only of Greek but of Russian, German, French, Spanish,

Czech , Hindi, etc., and even of non-Indo-European languages. Plainly Art. 30 must be read qualified by
Art. lib and other Code provisions.

For example, Arts. 30a(i) (3) and (4), and 30b(i), dealing with the determination of gender of genera,

treat words derived from Greek and from modern Indo-European languages similarly. Moreover, regardless

of original Greek gender Latin gender controls if the termination is latinized [Art. 30a(i)(3) ].

6. It would be undesirable to amend the Code to change the generally accepted nomenclatural rules

making only Latin controlling (dating back at least to the 19th century) so as to give Greek adjectival gender
changes special status.

a. The number of zoologists today who study classical Greek grammar Is very small, and Is becoming
smaller.

b. The rules for changing the endings of Greek adjectives for gender are either unclear or not uniform.

For example, in cases of compound adjectives (and a large proportion, possibly most, of the

adjectival species-group names of Greek origin are compounds) alteration for gender agreement
apparently was optional or applied only in some cases. Certainly zoological usage even in the pre-

Rfegles days usually did not involve change from masculine (or neuter) to feminine when a generic

shift occurred. For example, the well-known American avian species, the Scarlet Tanager, was for

a century known as Piranga erythromelas (Vieillot), although the generic name was plainly

feminine and -melas was the masculine of a Greek adjective. (Today another specific name is

used.) Were the Code to be changed to provide for adoption of Greek gender endings, a definite

arbitrary rule would have to tie adopted to cover all Greek compounds. And what of the many
compounds that are part Latin and part Greek?

c. Other problems would also arise. Surely fully latinized Greek words (with Latin endings) would
continue to be treated as if Latin. But what of partly latinized Greek words - probably a majority

of species-group names of Greek origin? Some Greek sounds do not exist in Latin, so the mere
transposition Into Latin letters involves latinlzation as Code Art. 11 b indicates. Further, Appendix

B to the Code (pp. 94 et seq.) makes a distinction laetween "transliteration" and "latinlzation". For

example, the Greek letter "K", is "transliterated" as "k" ("leukos"), but in zoological nomenclature
is usually "latinized" as "c" ("leucos"); the Greek diphthong "Al" is "transliterated" as "ai"

("melaina"), but is usually "latinized" as "ae" ("melaena") (see Code Appendix pp. 95, 98).

Other cases (there are many) are indicated by "eruthros" (transliteration), "erythros" (partial

latinlzation), "erythrus" (complete latinlzation). If the Code was amended to provide for Greek
gender declension for adjectives, in which situation should Greek endings be required so that

termination change is compelled?
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7. While I have not attempted to make a count, it is my impression that in omithology change of

termination to conform with Greek gender ending has been infrequent, except occasionally as to the

irregular adjective melas, whose feminine gender, in its partly latinized form, melaena, looks like a Latin

word. The usual Greek adjectival gender changes from the masculine - os to - e (feminine), and - on

(neuter) (e.g., leukos, leuke, leukon) are rarely made, - at least since the adoption of the Rfegles. Indeed

such changes would have been (in my opinion) contrary to both the R6gles and the Code, as well as earlier

national codes. Prior to the R6gles Internationales of 1905 many zoologists felt free to follow their own
rules of nomenclature, so it is not surprising that some cases can be cited (far from general or consistent)

in which Greek paradigms were adopted on generic shift. But such cases can have no weight in construing

the Code In the face of the plain language of the Code making Latin the sole language of nomenclature and

providing that words derived from other languages are accepted only on the stated basis that they are

"treated as latinized" [Arts. 11 b and 11 b(il) ].

8. The Commission is therefore requested to grant:

a. The Opinion sought by the applicant.

b. The Declaration sought by the applicant, modified to the extent that the proem of Article 30

(lines 1-2) shall substitute "a Latin adjective or adjective with latinized termination" in place of

"an adjective".

(2) Reply by R.K. Brooke {Durban Museum, Smith Street, Durban 4001, R.S.A.)

1

.

Dr. Eisenmann has courteously sent me an advance copy of his comments on unlatinized adjectival

species-group names which he has discussed with breadth and insight. He is quite right in saying that my
proposed amendment to the proem of Article 30 of the International Code of Zoological Nomenclature

is too restrictive. On the other hand I consider that his proposed amendment is perhaps too widely or loosely

worded. If his proposed Example, or something like it, is not included in the Code, his amendment would

mean that Melaenornis pammelaina usu auctorum plurimum would have to become Melaenornis

pammelainus in terms of the to be amended proem of Article 30, as read with Article 30a(i) Examples, since

pammelaina could be regarded as an adjective with a latinized termination. Pammelainus has no justification

in Ancient Greek or Classical Latin: it is a barbarous hybrid which outrages the sensibilities of anyone

with a knowledge of ancient languages.

2. I think that Dr. Eisenmann's proposed Example might be reworded for clarity as follows:-

Examples. - Adjectives derived from languages other than Latin, -

(i) if they have latinized terminations (e.g. erythroleucus (m.), glauca (f.), phoeniceum (n.) ),

undergo the same changes of termination to ensure agreement in gender with whatever generic

name they may be combined with as Latin adjectives with the same terminations;

(ii) if without latinized terminations (e.g. erythroleucos, glauce, phoeniceon, melas, melaina,

melaena, melan) keep their terminations as originally proposed (cf. Article 32a) regardless of

gender terminations in the language of origin.

3. I support Dr. Eisenmann's proposed amendment to the proem of Article 30 together with the

proposed Example in which it is clearly stated that species-group names ending in -melaina or -melaena

are not to be regarded as adjectives with latinized terminations.


